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Ion Cyclotron Emission from JET D-T Plasmas
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Ion cyclotron emission (ICE) excited by collective instability of fusiona particles has been observed
during deuterium-tritium experiments with radio-frequency heating and neutral beam injection (NBI) in
the Joint European Torus. A model based on classicala-particle confinement is broadly consistent with
this data. ICE spectra from discharges with high-power NBI also show evidence of ion hybrid wave
excitation by beam ions, relevant toa channeling. [S0031-9007(99)08608-1]

PACS numbers: 52.55.Pi, 52.20.Dq, 52.35.Hr, 52.55.Fa
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Collective effects driven by fusiona particles in
deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasmas have been a prima
research objective of JET [1] (the Joint European Toru
and TFTR [2,3] (the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor). Th
most easily excited phenomenon is spectrally structur
suprathermal ion cyclotron emission (ICE): this wa
observed from the outer edge regions of the earlie
D-T plasmas, in JET hot ion H-modes [1], and TFTR
supershots [2] (indeed, ICE driven by fusion produc
was observed in JET before the use of T [4], and IC
driven by beam ions has been observed in TFTR [5
Because of the crucial role played by confineda particles
in sustaining a thermonuclear plasma, and the difficulty
detecting such particles by other means, the mechan
and diagnostic implications ofa-particle-driven ICE have
been subjects of considerable theoretical interest [6–
The consensus is that emission ofa-particle-driven ICE
is due to the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability (MC
[9], involving fast Alfvén wave excitation ata-particle
cyclotron harmonics; MCI is also successful in inte
preting related phenomena observed in space [10] a
astrophysical [11] plasmas. In tokamaks MCI is drive
by centrally born, marginally trapped fusion products u
dergoing radial drift excursions to the outer edge plasm
Since the radial excursion increases as the cube roo
energy [12], the velocity distribution of fusion products i
the ICE source region has a local maximum at finite spe
and pitch angle, which can drive the MCI.

ICE data from JET D-T plasmas were obtained wit
a fast wave antenna at the outer plasma edge, used
marily as a source of ion cyclotron resonance heati
(ICRH) but also as a receiver [1]. Prior to 1997, energe
particle-driven ICE was observed only in JET plasma
heated Ohmically and by neutral beam injection (NB
[1,4]. ICE spectra from ICRH discharges contained pea
at harmonics and half harmonics of the ICRH frequenc
but no emission which could be attributed to energe
particles [13]. The ICE diagnostic was not available
the highest performance 1997 D-T discharges, but cle
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evidence was obtained of energetic particle-driven IC
during ICRH. Figure 1 shows neutron fluxSn in opti-
mized shear pulse 42697, with combined ICRH (6 MW
and NBI (8–20 MW). The spectra in Fig. 2 were ob
tained by sweeping through the range 0–100 MHz ov
0.6 s intervals. The 25 and 95 MHz peaks are calibrati
markers. In the first spectrum the 50 MHz peak is du
mainly to the ICRH source, but part of this peak is als
a marker. Dashed bars indicate harmonics of the T c
clotron frequency in the outer midplanenT; solid bars in-
dicate harmonics of the Dya-particle cyclotron frequency
nDya. In the first spectrum there are four high intensit
peaks whose frequenciesn lie close to the second, third,
fourth, and fifth harmonics (40, 60, 80, and 100 MHz)
of nDya . 20 MHz. The signal atn . 100 MHz may
incorporate second harmonic emission from the ICR
source [13]. ICE spectra obtained previously in JET [1,
and TFTR [2,3,5] show emission at cyclotron harmon
ics of fusion products and beam ions in the outer mi
plane edge. Combined T and D beam injection was us
in pulse 42697, the beam T fraction being 30%, so o
would expect the intensity of T beam ICE to be comp
rable to that ofnDya harmonics if the latter were pro-
duced by beam D. In fact, there is little or no evidence
emission at T harmonics other than those coinciding w
D harmonics. Thus, there are strong indications that t
spectrum incorporates fusion product-driven ICE. In th
second spectrum there is no emission atnDya , but there
is a weak peak atn . 2nDya . 40 MHz (the plasma
had disrupted by the time the spectrum analyzer reach
60 MHz). We note finally in both spectra a narrow lin
betweennT andnDya .

Figure 3 shows spectra from a sequence of H-mo
pulses (41572–41574) in which pure T NBI was the on
source of auxiliary heating: similar data were obtaine
during pulses 41571 and 41576. The 25, 50, and 95 M
peaks are again calibration markers. In every ca
the strongest emission occurs atn . nDya. For pulses
41571–41576 we can determine a relation between IC
2099
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FIG. 1. Time profile of neutron flux in pulse 42697.

intensityPICE at n . nDya andSn at the time of the ICE
measurement. SettingPICE ~ Sd

n we obtaind  1.3 6

0.4, which is consistent with a linear relation observe
previously [1] and suggestsa-particle drive. Apart from
weak emission close to4nT, there is no evidence of wave
excitation by beam tritons. In pulse 41574 [Fig. 3(c)], a
in pulse 42697, a narrow line appears betweennT and
nDya .

The model proposed in [1,6,7] requires centrally bor
trappeda particles to undergo radial excursions to th
outboard plasma edge. In the uniform safety fact
approximation, the maximum radial excursionDa is [12]

Da

a
. 8.8

√
a
R0

!1y3√
may'

Zaem0Ip

!2y3

, (1)

whereR0 and a are major and minor radii;ma and Zae
are thea-particle mass and charge;y' is perpendicular
speed in the plasma center;m0 is free space permeability;
andIp is plasma current. SettingR0  3 m anda  1 m
for JET, particles with speedy reach the plasma edge
sDa $ ad if

yyya $ 0.3IpsMA dcosecc , (2)

whereya . 1.3 3 107 ms21 is the mean birth speed and
c is the pitch angle. The pitch angle of the trapped
counter-passing boundaryctp (where the largest radial
excursions occur) can be estimated from Eq. (7) in [12
in JET, a typical value isctp . 112±. Although JET
D-T plasmas had currents of up to 4.0 MA, in puls
42697 Ip . 2.4 2.8 MA and in pulses 41571–41576
Ip . 2.5 2.6 MA. Substituting these values in Eq. (2)
and settingc  112±, we find that a particles with
yyya $ 0.78 0.9 could traverse the outer plasma edge i
these pulses. In the 1991 preliminary tritium experime
(PTE) Ip was 3.1 MA [1]: with c  112±, this yields
0.3IpsMA dcosecc . 1.0. Thus, only the most energetic
a particles, havingc . ctp , could reach the ICE source
region in the PTE. Although only a small fraction o
a particles occupied this region of velocity space, th
fact that the locala particle velocity distribution in the
outer plasma edgefasvd was strongly peaked aty' .

cA, the local Alfvén speed, meant that the MCI wa
strongly driven under PTE conditions [1,6]. Newly born
a particles in the discharges considered here were a
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FIG. 2. ICE spectra at (a)t  0 0.6 s and (b)t  0.6 1.2 s
in pulse 42697, with combined ICRH and NBI.

super-Alfvénic. However, the fact thatIp was lower than
in the PTE suggests thatfasvd in the plasma edge wa
less strongly peaked, and consequently that the MCI w
less strongly driven, despite higherSn in some cases.

The a particles in the plasma core initially hav
fa strongly peaked at the mean birth energy [14].
they interact with the plasma solely through Coulom
collisions, and prompt losses are negligible,fa evolves
to a slowing-down distribution of the form1ysy3 1 y3

c d,
where yc is the critical speed [15]—this is referre
to as classical confinement. The evolution offa can
be approximated analytically [14] if one neglects fini
orbit width effects, velocity-space anisotropy, and tim
variations in the slowing-down timets. Denoting the rate
of a-particle production bySasy, r , td, wherer is minor
radial distance, one obtains

fasy, r , td  e3tyts

Z t

0
e23hyts Sasy0, r , hd dh , (3)

where y0  fsy3 1 y3
cde3st2hdyts 2 y3

cg1y3. We assume
thatSa can be factored into functionsc of speed andH of
time: csyd , expf2sy2 2 y2

ad2ydy4g is an appropriate
form [16], with dy  f8y2

aTiysmn 1 madg1y4, mn being
neutron mass andTi an effective ion temperature. Th
choice ofHstd is determined bySnstd [7].

Figure 4 shows computations offa in the plasma core
sr  0d, for parameters corresponding to pulses (a) 426
and (b) 41573 (representative of pulses 41571–415
High power ICRH and NBI in pulse 42697 produce
a peak electron temperatureTe, time averaged over the
scanning time of the first spectrum in Fig. 2, of 10.4 ke
the time-averaged peakTe in pulse 41573 was less tha
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4 keV. The electron densitiesne in the two discharges
were similar, and sots ~ T

3y2
e yne was longer in pulse

42697 s1.8 sd than in pulse 41573s0.3 sd. Another key
difference is thatSn peaked sooner in the NBI-only
discharges than in pulse 42697: in (a)Hstd was taken to
vary ast2 and in (b)Hstd ~ t1y2. The broken curves in
Fig. 4 representfa when the spectrum analyzer reache
n . nDya in the first frequency sweepst  t1d; the solid
curves showfa when the spectrum analyzer reache
n . 5nDya st  t2d. At t  t2 fa is insensitive toTi ,
being determined essentially byts andSnstd.

To assess the implications of Fig. 4 we consider th
stability of a modelfa used in previous ICE studies [7],

fa , exp

"
2

sy' 2 y'0d2

dy
2
'

#
exp

"
2

syk 2 yk0d2

dy
2
k

#
. (4)

The values ofy'0, yk0, dy', and dyk are determined
by the speed at whichfa peaks in the plasma core; the
velocity-space width of the corefa ; the value ofctp;
the plasma current profile; and the radiala-particle birth
profile. It is difficult to take all these effects into ac-
count (partly because of experimental uncertainties), b

FIG. 3. Spectra in pure NBI pulses (a) 41572sPfus 
0.21 MWd, (b) 41573s0.64 MWd, and (c) 41574s0.56 MWd.
d
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the velocity dependence ofDa indicates thata particles
in the edge have a more strongly peaked distribution th
those in the core. The method used to calculate the M
growth rateg is described in [6]. In Fig. 5g is plot-
ted for dy'  dyk, y'0  4yk0  1.2cA, dy'yy'0 
0.04 0.08, a-particle concentrationnayni  1023, and
harmonic number,  1, 5. The frequencyv and g are
normalized toVa  2pnDya. The chosen wave vector
componentskk, k' give maxima ing. For ,  5 the in-
stability drive is very sensitive to the velocity-space widt
of fa , the maximumg falling by 93% whendy' is
doubled. For,  1 the drive is much less sensitive to
dy'. The theoretical basis for such frequency-depende
stabilization was given in [9]. The sensitivity ofg to
dy'yy'0 at high , (lower frame of Fig. 5), combined
with the sensitivity of the corefa to ts (Fig. 4), sug-
gests thatPICE falls off more rapidly with, in Fig. 3
than in Fig. 2 for the following reason:a particles in the
plasma core slowed down to a greater extent in the NB
only pulses 41572–41574 (Fig. 3;ts . 0.3 s) than in the
ICRH pulse 42697 (Fig. 2;ts . 1.8 s), and the instabil-
ity drive at high, was consequently much lower in the
NBI-only cases.

The peaks betweennT andnDya in Figs. 2 and 3(c) have
frequencies and bandwidths consistent with ion hybr
waves [17]. In a D-T plasma the ion hybrid frequency
given by [17] V

2
ii  sV2

Dv
2
pT 1 V

2
Tv

2
pDdysv2

pT 1

v
2
pDd, whereVD,T, vpD,T denote cyclotron and plasma

frequencies of D and T. If the ion hybrid wave interpre
tation is correct, and the T concentrationhT is known,

FIG. 4. Computedfa in the plasma core. The parameter
are those of pulses (a) 42697 and (b) 41573. The brok
(solid) curves representfa when the spectrum analyzer reache
n . nDya s5nDyad in the first frequency sweep.
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FIG. 5. Computed MCI growth rate versusv for dy' 
dyk, y'0  4yk0  1.2cA, andnayni  1023.

we can locate the source of the emission by equating
observed frequencies toVii . Spectroscopic and neutra
particle measurements in pulse 42697 givehT , 20%
in the plasma edge; in pulse 41574hT was #2% 3%
at the edge, but,10% 20% inside the plasma. On the
basis of the ion hybrid wave interpretation, these figur
imply that the 15 MHz line in Fig. 2 was produced clos
to the plasma edge, at major radiusR , R0 1 0.9a, and
that the 12 MHz line in Fig. 3(c) originated from deepe
inside the plasma, atR , R0 1 0.3a. The intensity of
the emission in Fig. 2 rose by a factor.2 between
the first and second frequency sweeps, while the N
power rose by a similar factor (from 8 to 20 MW), an
the line first appeared whenSn was very low. Thus,
it was almost certainly driven by beam ions rather th
a particles (unlike the MCI, the hybrid wave can b
strongly driven by sub-Alfvénic fast ions [17]). Direc
excitation of the hybrid wave by fast particles, predicte
[17] but not previously observed in tokamaks, could b
used to heat electrons and ions; this is one of seve
possible schemes for channelinga-particle energy into
thermal plasma before thea particles have slowed down
collisionally [18]. In Figs. 2 and 3(c) the received powe
in the lines tentatively identified as ion hybrid emissio
is many orders of magnitude lower than required f
viable a channeling. However, the ion hybrid instability
occurs at shorter wavelengths than the MCI, and is th
predominantly electrostatic, whereas the ICRH anten
can detect only electromagnetic signals: the total pow
may be much greater than that of the electromagne
component which is detected.
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The D-T campaign on JET has made possible th
detection, for the first time, ofa-particle-driven ICE in
ICRH discharges. The use of ICE as ana-particle diag-
nostic has thus been extended to new operating regim
Spectra from ICRH discharges show strong emission
sequentiala-particle cyclotron harmonics. Spectra from
discharges with high-power NBI contain evidence of ion
hybrid wave excitation by fast particles, which may be
significant fora channeling. The importance of ICE as
an a-particle diagnostic is underlined by the fact tha
it remains the only clear manifestation of spontaneou
collective instability driven bya particles in JET—the
a-particle pressure gradient in the D-T experiments wa
too small to excite toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs
[19]. A model based on classicala-particle confinement
is broadly consistent with ICE data: this strengthen
confidence in extrapolations ofa-particle behavior to
future experiments.
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